West Bengal State Scholarship Scheme for Minority students.

Flow Chart for verification of application at **District Level by District Authority** :

1. Go to www.wbmdfcscholarship.gov.in
2. Click On → District log-in under official log-in
3. Choose “District and proceed option“
4. Click on → Verification area
5. Choose relevant scheme, using “Search Option“ (Like Pre, Post etc)
6. Choose class in the next step & Search
7. Non verified (Pending) list will be shown
8. Click on → “verify option” and get details of individual applicant
9. Then each individual application will show three options – Approved, Defect, Reject
10. If the application is found to be correct press the “Approve button"
11. Choose either “defect” or “reject” option with proper noting in case of “defect/reject” found in application
12. Finally all the applications to be migrated to State Level.